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§1. My focus in this paper is on the problem of other minds. In particular, I want to focus 

on the question of what is involved in believing that other people have minds or souls, or 

that they are conscious beings and not automata. (For my purposes here, I will be treating 

these terms as roughly synonymous.) My aim is to develop an account of what belief in 

other minds involves in terms of what Wittgenstein calls, in Part II of the Philosophical 

Investigations, “an attitude towards a soul” (PPF §22 / PI, Part II, iv, p.178),2 and to use that 

account to undermine one of the central premises behind the traditional problem of other 

minds. 

 

§2. Why think that there is a problem about what is involved in believing in other minds 

at all? Isn’t it just that we have a belief, the belief that other people have minds? What 

could be simpler than that? 

We can bring out the problem here by contrasting what is involved in the case of 

believing of someone that they are suffering, for instance, with whatever is involved in 

believing that they have a mind. Wittgenstein invites us to make such a contrast in Part II 

of the Philosophical Investigations, when he writes as follows: 

“I believe that he is suffering.” ⎯ Do I also believe that he isn’t an 

automaton? 

                                                
1 This paper is based on my “An Attitude towards a Soul”, written as part of the “Science 
of the Soul” project at the University of Helsinki, and forthcoming in A Science of the Soul?, 
ed. Wallgren et al. Initial research on this topic was conducted as part of a Leiv Eiriksson 
research fellowship at the University of Bergen, sponsored by the Research Council of 
Norway. I am very grateful to both the University of Bergen and the Research Council of 
Norway for their generous support. 
2 Quotations are taken from the 4th edition of the Philosophical Investigations (“PI”), in which 
Part II is titled “Philosophy of Psychology – A Fragment” (“PPF”). Page references to the 3rd 
edition are also provided. 



Only reluctantly could I use the word in both contexts. 

(PPF §19 / PI, Part II, iv, p.178) 

So why is Wittgenstein “reluctant”, as he writes here, to use the term “belief” in both of 

these contexts? 

 Suppose I believe a colleague of mine is suffering: she is rubbing her temples and 

complaining of a headache. In such a case, I form my belief that she is suffering at some 

point during my encounter with her, and I form it in response to certain evidence, such as 

her rubbing her temples and complaining of a headache. I could tell someone else of my 

belief and in doing so I might, potentially, be informing them of something they did not 

know about her, and I could inform them of the reasons for my belief too, of my evidence. 

Moreover, my belief is a belief about a specific individual, my colleague, and my belief 

might be true or false of them. 

 In the case of believing of someone that they have a mind or a soul, that they are a 

conscious being and not an automaton, things seem to be very different. It is not that 

whereas I may be wrong about my colleague having a headache, I am certain that she has a 

mind in the sense that my evidence in the latter case is especially good for instance. Rather, 

the difference seems to be deeper than that. The difference is that each of the features of 

my belief that she is suffering noted above seems to be absent in the case of my belief that 

she has a mind. 

 In that case, in the case of my belief that someone, so-and-so, my colleague, say, has 

a mind, insofar as I really do have such a belief, is not something that is formed during my 

encounter with them at all. I do not start out not believing that they have a mind and then, 

at some point during my encounter with them, conclude that they do. Likewise, my belief 

is not a response to certain evidence that I come by during my encounter with them. 

Again, I do not start out not believing that they have a mind and then, in response to 

certain evidence, form the belief that they do. My belief that they have a mind, unlike my 

belief that they are suffering for instance, also does not seem to be something I could 

potentially inform someone of, and since it does not seem to be a response to certain 

evidence, I cannot inform anyone of my evidence either. So, unlike my believing of 

someone that they are suffering, my believing that they have a mind is not a matter of a 



belief I form during my encounter with them, it is not formed in response to certain 

evidence I come by during my encounter with them, and I cannot tell someone of my 

belief, or of the reasons or evidence for it and in doing so potentially be informing them of 

anything at all. 

 Moreover, whereas my belief that my colleague is suffering is a belief about a 

specific person, about whom it might be true or false, that does not seem to be the case 

with respect to my belief that they have a mind either. I simply do not consciously believe, 

of each individual I meet, that they have a mind or a soul, or that they are a conscious 

being and not an automaton. Rather, it seems already to be part of what it is to think of 

them, or to recognize them, or simply to treat them, as a person, as a human being at all. 

As a result, it is not something that could be true or false of them at all. Whereas my 

colleague could be suffering or not suffering, it does not seem to be true in the same way 

that they could have or lack a mind. To view them as lacking a mind would be to view 

them not as someone at all, but rather as something. It would involve a radical transformation 

in the kind of thing my belief is a belief about, and in that sense it cannot be true or false 

of the same thing. 

 So there seem to be some fundamental differences between believing of someone 

that they are suffering, for instance, and believing of them that they have a mind, whatever 

exactly that involves. The former belief is formed during my encounter with them, in 

response to certain evidence; it is potentially informative, and I can inform others of my 

reasons or evidence for that belief too. Moreover, it is a belief about a specific individual, 

about whom it may be true or false. But none of these features are shared by my believing 

that they have a mind, insofar as I can be said to believe that at all, and so there is a 

question here about what exactly that does involve, and that is my question here. 

 What I want to do, in trying to answer that question, is to turn away for the time 

being from the term “belief” and turn instead to a contrast Wittgenstein draws, in Part II 

of the Philosophical Investigations, between attitudes and opinions, between having an 

attitude towards something and having an opinion about it. 

 



§3. Wittgenstein draws the contrast between attitudes and opinions in the context of 

opposing the idea that we as it were merely believe that other human beings are conscious 

beings, not automata. 

 Wittgenstein writes as follows: 

“I believe that he is suffering.” ⎯ Do I also believe that he isn’t an 

automaton? 

Only reluctantly could I use the word in both contexts. 

(Or is it like this: I believe that he is suffering, but am certain that he is 

not an automaton? Nonsense!) 

 

Suppose I say of a friend: “He isn’t an automaton.” ⎯ What 

information is conveyed by this, and to whom would it be information? To 

a human being who meets him in ordinary circumstances? What information 

could it give him? (At the very most, that this man always behaves like a 

human being, and not occasionally like a machine.) 

 

“I believe that he is not an automaton”, just like that, so far makes no 

sense. 

 

My attitude towards him is an attitude towards a soul. I am not of the 

opinion that he has a soul. 

(PPF §§19-22 / PI, Part II, iv, p.178) 

 

Wittgenstein here contrasts our having or being of the opinion that so-and-so has a soul 

with our having an attitude towards a soul. So what kind of contrast is that? 

 I want to begin with a version of the contrast that is not Wittgenstein’s, as a way of 

identifying what actually is involved in this contrast as Wittgenstein draws it. So, one way 

(the wrong way) of taking this contrast would be this: we might take an opinion here to 

involve a claim about how things are, for instance, a claim based on certain evidence, and 

open to revision in light of the facts, and we might take an attitude, by contrast, to involve 



something like that, insofar as it also involves a true or false claim about how things are, 

but deeper, less open to revision in light of the facts. On this kind of understanding, 

attitudes and opinions would differ in terms of their importance to us, or in terms of their 

standing within the overall network of our beliefs, for instance, but they would 

nevertheless be similar insofar as they involve the same kind of content, so that we could 

potentially have an attitude or an opinion with respect to the same kind of claim, or the 

same kind of feature of the world. 

 On that kind of understanding, then, we could paraphrase Wittgenstein’s 

distinction as a distinction not between the opinion that he (so-and-so) has a soul and an 

attitude towards a soul, but between the opinion that he has a soul and the attitude that he 

has a soul. But that is not Wittgenstein’s contrast: the grammatical difference between an 

attitude towards something and an opinion about it marks a much more fundamental 

difference between the kind of things that attitudes and opinions are. 

 Whereas an opinion is the kind of thing that involves a specific claim about how 

things are, something that can be articulated in such a way as to be capable of being true or 

false, something that may or may not be supported by the evidence, something potentially 

informative, for instance, an attitude is none of those things. An attitude is not the kind of 

thing that involves a specific claim about how things are in this way; it is not something 

that is capable of being true or false; it is not something that may or may not be supported 

by the evidence, or something potentially informative. 

 An attitude, in Wittgenstein’s contrast, is a different kind of thing entirely. 

 

§4. What is an attitude then? If an attitude is not like an opinion in any of those ways, 

what is it like exactly? 

 We can, I think, find an answer in terms of human action and behavior. But this is 

not, or not simply, a matter of what we do, of how we do in fact behave. It is a matter of 

what we can do, or of what it makes sense to do and of what it makes sense to say. 

 That aspect of what is involved in Wittgenstein’s talk of attitudes comes out in 

section 284 of the Philosophical Investigations in connection with Wittgenstein’s remarks on 



the difference between our attitudes towards what is alive and towards what is dead. Here 

is what Wittgenstein writes there: 

Look at a stone and imagine it having sensations. – One says to oneself: 

How could one so much as get the idea of ascribing a sensation to a thing? One 

might as well ascribe it to a number! – And now look at a wriggling fly, and at once 

these difficulties vanish, and pain seems able to get a foothold here, where before 

everything was, so to speak, too smooth for it. 

And so, too, a corpse seems to us quite inaccessible to pain. – Our attitude 

to what is alive and to what is dead is not the same. All our reactions are different. 

– If someone says, “That cannot simply come about from the fact that living beings 

move in such-and-such ways and dead ones don’t”, then I want to suggest to him 

that this is a case of the transition ‘from quantity to quality’. 

(PI §284) 

Wittgenstein begins here by inviting us to look at a stone and imagine it having sensations, 

being in pain for instance, and he wants to contrast the difficulty we find in doing that, or 

in trying to do that, with imagining a wriggling fly to be in pain, where these difficulties, 

Wittgenstein writes, seem to vanish. 

 If we do that, if we try to imagine a stone being in pain for instance, the kind of 

difficulty we encounter is not that the stone obviously is not in pain (if there is no evidence 

that the stone is in pain, there is just as little that it is not). Rather, the difficulty that we 

encounter is that pain has no application in relation to the stone. There is nothing for the 

concept to grip here. As Wittgenstein puts it, pain gets no foothold here. 

The contrast between the stone and the wriggling fly, then, is not that the stone 

obviously is not in pain and the wriggling fly obviously is, but rather that the concept of 

pain finds an application, gets a foothold, in the wriggling of the fly in a way in which it 

does not in relation to the stone. The fly may or may not be in pain, but its being in pain is 

intelligible to us where the stone’s being in pain is not. The difference is not a matter of 

what is true or false in a narrow sense, so much as it is a matter of what it makes sense to 

say, of the concepts that find a grip, a purchase, and the forms of behavior that are 

available to us as a result. 



 Wittgenstein connects that contrast to our differing attitudes to what is alive and to 

what is dead in the following way. Like a stone, and unlike either a wriggling fly or a living 

human body, a corpse is, as Wittgenstein puts it now, “inaccessible” to pain: pain, the 

concept pain, gets no grip here. The kinds of things we can say and the kinds of things we 

can do in relation to the living and the dead are, accordingly, not the same: “all our 

reactions are different”, Wittgenstein writes. 

 The difference here, however, is not simply in terms of our actual reactions, of what 

we actually do. Just as the difference between the stone and the wriggling fly was not so 

much a matter of what we say, but of what we can say, the difference in our attitudes 

towards the living and the dead is a matter of the kinds of reaction that are possible here, 

of the ways in which we can act or react in relation to each. 

 Our attitudes, then, as I understand Wittgenstein’s contrast between attitudes and 

opinions, are not a matter of what is true or false of something in the way that an opinion 

is. Rather, they are a matter of what we can say and do in relation to it, of what it makes 

sense to say, and what it makes sense to do. 

 

§5. Attitudes, in this sense, then, are a matter of the conceptual or logical or grammatical 

space in which an object is located. They are a matter of what we can say and what we can 

do in relation to something. 

 So our attitudes are not simply a matter of what we do, but of what we can do. But 

what we do, the ways in which we do in fact act or behave, contributes to shaping that 

conceptual space in something very much like the way in which agreement in our 

judgments about what is true and what is false itself contributes to shaping the language-

game or the form of life in which those judgments occur (PI §§240-242). It is not that if we 

do not respond to someone’s pain with pity on any specific occasion, we thereby fail to 

have as our attitude towards them an attitude towards a soul. But if we did not typically, or 

did not ever respond to another’s pain with pity rather than indifference, for instance, 

then our attitude just would be different to that extent. 

 If we try to express our attitudes, if we try to articulate what they involve, we will, I 

think, find ourselves reaching for tautologies, empty platitudes about what concepts apply, 



such as that a human being is something that is in pain or not, that is fulfilled or not, that 

is happy or not, or unhappy or not, for instance, in an attempt to indicate the kind of 

conceptual landscape in which we find ourselves. And among those concepts, among those 

platitudes, we will also find specifically ethical vocabulary, such as that a human being is 

trustworthy or not, honest or not, kind or not, and so on. 

 A human being, a soul, just is on this account what stands at the center of these 

forms of talk, just is the kind of thing that provides footholds for these concepts, and the 

kinds of behavior they make intelligible. 

 

§6. I want to turn back now to belief, and to belief in other minds and the question I 

began with about what is involved in that. 

 One way of applying Wittgenstein’s distinction between attitudes and opinions 

would be to take the term “opinion” simply to be a synonym for belief and so to see 

Wittgenstein as arguing, in effect, that we do not believe in other minds at all, not really, in 

spite of how it may seem to us. What makes it come so naturally to us to say that we do is a 

matter of our attitudes, not of our opinions or beliefs, at all. 

 That way of understanding Wittgenstein’s purpose in making the distinction might 

be suggested by some of his remarks, such as his reluctance, noted above, to use the word 

“belief” both in the context of our believing of someone that they are suffering and of our 

believing of them that they have a mind, or are a conscious being not an automaton. 

 But we do not have to understand Wittgenstein’s distinction in that way. We can 

also, instead, think of the notion of an attitude as clarifying what belief amounts to here, in 

this kind of case, whatever belief involves elsewhere. That is, we can give up the idea that 

belief must everywhere take the same kind of form, and treat Wittgenstein’s notion of an 

attitude as a means of helping us to see what form belief takes here, in this particular case, 

the case of belief in other minds. 

 The notion of an attitude, understood in this way, can explain some of the features 

of belief in other minds that we noted above that make it seem so very different from what 

is involved in believing of someone that they are suffering. It can, for instance, explain the 

lack of specificity to our belief in other minds—the fact that it seems to apply to everyone 



and no-one, the fact that it seems already to be a part of what it is to think of someone as a 

human being at all, and so the fact that it seems not to be something that could be true or 

false of someone too. Our attitudes are a matter of the conceptual space in which an object 

is situated; they are a matter of what makes sense. Hence, they are not claims about what is 

true or false of some one thing at all, and they do not have the kind of relation to the 

evidence that we expect in such cases either. 

 Thinking of belief in other minds in this way can help us to overcome the problem 

of other minds as that problem is traditionally framed. That problem, the problem of 

showing how our belief that others have minds can be justified in light of the evidence 

available to us, takes for granted the idea that we are dealing with something like an 

opinion, something that might or might not be supported by the evidence available to us. 

But the demand for evidence that could support such a belief belongs to an understanding 

of what belief involves that is not applicable in this kind of case, given what belief amounts 

to here; it belongs to an understanding of belief in terms of opinions, not in terms of 

attitudes. An opinion might or might not be justified in light of the facts, in light of the 

evidence, but our attitudes are a matter of our concepts, and the footholds they find, and 

there is no justifying our concepts themselves by appeal to the facts in anything like the way 

in which one can justify an opinion. Our concepts are already at work in our 

understanding of what the facts are, and so there can be no justifying them by appeal to 

those facts. Thinking of belief in other minds in terms of attitudes in this kind of way, 

then, can help us to see that the problem of justifying such a belief arises because we 

misconstrue what belief amounts to here, in the case of belief in other minds. Our belief in 

other minds is a matter of an attitude, not an opinion. 
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